
EletromagnetismSeptember 10, 2003Work 4 of the 5 problems. Please put eah problem solution on a separate sheet of paperand your name on eah sheet.
Problem 1Consider a irular wire loop of radius R in a nonuniform, ylindrially symmetri mag-neti �eld, B = B0e��r2 ;where B0 and � are onstants and r is the distane from the axis of symmetry. The loopis loated perpendiular to the magneti �eld and its enter is loated at r = 0. The loopexpands linearly with time: R = at, where a is a onstant. Find the time when the induedemf in the loop reahes its maximum value.



Problem 2Consider a partile of massm, harge q, dropped from rest from height h above the Earth'ssurfae, through a uniform magneti �eld of magnitudeB oriented horizontally to the Earth'ssurfae (e.g., near the equator where the Earth's magneti �eld losely approximates suh a�eld). Assuming h << R (the Earth's radius) and negleting atmospheri drag:a) Write down the equations of motion for the partile in terms of the ylotron frequeny! = qB=m.b) Solve these equations for the veloity and position of the partile as a funtion of time.) Show that, if ! exeeds a ertain magnitude, the partile does not hit the ground.What is the partile trajetory in this ase?



Problem 3The imaginary part of the dieletri funtion for a semiondutor material an be roughlyapproximated as Im �(!) = a for !1 < ! < !2Im �(!) = 0 otherwise:Find the real part of the dieletri funtion and alulate the stati dieletri onstant ofthis material.



Problem 4An in�nitely long ylinder of insulating material with radius a, permeability � = �0 andpermittivity � = �0 has uniform volume harge density � > 0 and surfae harge density �,and is eletrially neutral. It is plaed in a onstant, uniform magneti �eld B = Bz. Thismagneti �eld is ylindrially symmetri with radius RB (where RB > a) and of in�niteextent in the z-diretion. The symmetry axes of the ylinder and the magneti �eld areollinear. The ylinder is free to rotate about its symmetry axis.a) Find the eletri �eld E everywhere.b) Compute the Poynting vetor and momentum density everywhere. Find the angularmomentum per unit length of the system, L̂, with the ylinder at rest.) The magneti �eld is now turned o� with time dependene B(t). Determine the eletri�eld indued by the time-varying magneti �eld. Assume that any veloity at any point inthe harge distribution is small, and any relativisti e�ets an be negleted.d) Find the torque per unit length �̂ on the ylinder as a funtion of time and determinethe mehanial angular momentum per unit length of the ylinder as a funtion of time.Assume that any veloity at any point in the harge distribution is small, and any relativistie�ets an be negleted.



Problem 5The neutral pion (�0) is an unstable partile with mass of 135 MeV/2 that deays(almost always) into two photons, with a lifetime of approximately 8 � 10�17s. Consider amonohromati, parallel beam of �0s with energy of 500 GeV.1. What fration of the partiles has not yet deayed after a ight path of 0.5 mm fromthe point where the pions were produed? (2 points)2. What is the minimum and maximum energy of the deay produts (photons) observedin the lab? (4 points)3. A planar photon detetor is loated 10 m downstream, faing the beam. What is theminimum and maximum separation between the impat points of the two photons fromthe deay of a single pion? (4 points)Note: 1 MeV= 106eV, 1 GeV= 109eV.Hint: For part 3, you an safely assume that all pions deay at a single point, provided youjustify this assumption.


